Bulletin07 - Beyond Schools in the Wider World

TRASHEDWORLD BULLETIN 07
Hi everybody. Welcome to bulletin number 7
for TrashedWorld. This bulletin reports on
TrashedWorld moving out beyond schools
into the wider world.
Keith Kelly (Jan 18th 2018)
The Association for Science
Education Conference TrashedWorld particpated, by
special invitation! We ran a
workshop, were part of a panel
discussion on communication in
science and ran exhibitions for 3
days for over 2500 delegates and
grew our users to 400!
Plovdiv Against Plastic meeting - The group has 150
concerned friends in it and this first meeting took place at
Anglia School and Vera Moskova presented Greenrevolucia
online zero-waste shop - Vera Nikiforova talked about
Precious Plastic (open source recycling machine designs) and
we screened a section of Trashed dealing with where waste
goes when not managed well. We will recycle plastic into
products, make reusable bags to give away and involve more
young people in awareness-raising campaigns. Next meeting
end Feb 2018.
TrashedWorld is collaborating with companies and institutions outside schools, such as in
universities and corporations requesting to use the documentary to raise awareness in-house.
If you think we could do this in your city, get in touch! trashedworld.@gmail.com
200 students and their teachers at
the Purvomaj Asen Zlatarov
School will introduce
TrashedWorld in their lessons and
the students will organize
themselves to make changes. Deyan
won my reusable coffee cup prize
for his initiative, well done Deyan!
The Science Festival in Sofia will host workshops on TrashedWorld in Bulgarian and English
in Sofia Tech Park, May 10-13 2018. And, the Natural Science Museum in Plovdiv will offer
screenings of TrashedWorld to groups as part of its work on environmental protection.
TrashedWorld materials writing - Spring 2019 - There will be a
meeting in Plovdiv (EU Capital of Culture 2019) on materials
development for the school science curriculum. Come and join us!
Please send us your students' work! We need stories of your work with the prorgamme so we can
share them with other partners and help to get the word out about us! Thanks! Regards, Keith
trashedworld@gmail.com
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